
Find out what dogs really know
when it comes to decoding their
behavior with Michel Boudart
Have you ever wondered what your furry best friend is thinking? Dogs have been

our loyal companions for thousands of years, but understanding their behavior

can sometimes be a mystery. In this article, we will delve into the fascinating

world of canine cognition and explore the insights provided by renowned animal

behaviorist Michel Boudart.

The Mind of a Dog

Michel Boudart, a leading expert in animal behavior and communication, has

dedicated his life to unraveling the secrets of the canine mind. Through years of

research and observation, he has gained invaluable knowledge about what dogs

truly know and understand.

Boudart believes that dogs possess a remarkable ability to read human emotions

and subtle cues. They are acutely attuned to our body language, tone of voice,

and facial expressions. This heightened sensitivity allows them to respond

empathetically and provide comfort and support in times of distress.
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Decoding Dog Behavior

Understanding dog behavior can help us improve our relationship with these

incredible creatures. Michel Boudart has identified several key behaviors that can

provide insights into a dog's state of mind:

1. Tail Wagging

Contrary to popular belief, a wagging tail does not always indicate happiness.

Boudart emphasizes the importance of observing the position and speed of the

wag. For example, a low, slow wag may signal caution or uncertainty, while a

high, rapid wag indicates excitement.

2. Body Language

Dogs use their entire body to communicate their intentions and feelings. Boudart

advises paying close attention to their posture, ear position, and eye contact. A

forward-leaning body and relaxed ears may indicate a friendly and open

demeanor, while a tense posture and averted gaze could suggest fear or

aggression.

3. Vocalizations

Barking, growling, and whining are just a few ways dogs vocalize their emotions.

Boudart explains that understanding the context in which these vocalizations

occur is essential. For example, a high-pitched whimper may indicate pain or

discomfort, whereas a deep growl may signify aggression or territoriality.
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Emotional Intelligence in Dogs

Emotional intelligence is not limited to humans. Through his research, Michel

Boudart has discovered that dogs possess a remarkable ability to understand and

empathize with our emotions. They can detect subtle changes in our behavior and

respond accordingly.

Furthermore, Boudart believes that dogs have their own intricate emotional lives.

They experience joy, sadness, fear, and even jealousy. By recognizing and

acknowledging these emotions, we can provide our canine companions with the

love and support they need.

Training Techniques

Michel Boudart advocates for positive reinforcement-based training methods.

Instead of punishing unwanted behavior, he focuses on rewarding desirable

actions. Dogs respond best to consistency, patience, and clear communication.

According to Boudart, establishing a strong bond based on mutual trust and

respect is crucial. By creating a nurturing environment, we can encourage our

dogs to learn and grow while maintaining their individual personalities.

Michel Boudart's extensive research has shed light on the incredible cognitive

and emotional abilities of dogs. By understanding their behavior and needs, we

can build a stronger, more fulfilling relationship with our four-legged friends.

Next time you interact with your dog, remember to pay attention to their tail

wagging, body language, and vocalizations. Take the time to appreciate the

emotional intelligence they possess and the depth of the connection you share.

Through this understanding, you can provide the love and care your dog

deserves.
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My dog understands me! At least, many dog owners think so. New scientific

studies actually show that dogs understand a lot about us humans. For example,

they can figure out what humans can and cannot see. Some dogs can even

distinguish large numbers of toys by name, like Rico, the internationally famous

Border collie.

But do dogs also understand our emotions? Can they grasp cause and effect

relationships? What fascinates us humans about dogs? Is it only the proverbial

‘puppy dog eyes’ that make dogs look sympathetic? Or is it the fact that these

animals have grown very well-attuned to humans and are willing to cooperate with

them?

In a total of ten chapters, Juliane Bräuer and Juliane Kaminski present the results

of the most important scientific studies of the last twenty years on dog cognition.
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